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Intersection Number

closed man:compact, 21 =P

·Amaremaman anene
not closed so t"KD24



Let Xbe a compactsurface.

Any two closed curves on X

can be wiggled so that

they intersect in a finite setof pts

⑰we

:



3
SC / a surface (2-din_)

LC/ I- dim

=>S and I can be wiggled so

they intersectin a setof discrete pts.

Ex:x =

53

⑧

.......-⑧



*More generally
If A.Bare closed submanof M

and dim(A) +dim(B) =dim (M)

=>Aand B can be wiggled so that

they intersectatfinitymany pts.

*In particular, if X is a himar.

and S.,S2CX closed surfaces,

=>S, and S2 intersectat

fin. bymany pts.



Algebraic Intersection Number:

ISi, Se CX oriented

=>each intersection pthas a sign.

a g.
int#: =(S,Sc)

signed countof the intersection pts.

+ 1:If orientation of 5, followed by

orientation of Se agrees
with

the orientation on

- 1:Otherwise



Example:

Orientation onT &
↳

ss",
S2

*(S,nS2) = -1 *(8,nS2) = -1+1-1 = -1



Self Intersection Number

of a surface ScX

#(S,5)
5 =oriented push off of S.
(parallel)

Ex
-

-

5 intersects S atone pt.

EX=
self-linking =0
-



Ex:2-handles in 4-mans:

Attach the 2-handle h
↳

- to B4 along K

with framing a.

3
S

B4

h =2-handle with care D

K < 53: a knot (attaching circle ofhy

=>B" embedded oriented surface

22 =k

S =IRD

=>*(sn5) =n



Ex:ni
I ↓

=
hi: 2-handles

K:C SY: /snots (attaching circle of hil

2: cBY:surfaces with

22: =ki

D;:core ofhis

Sii Bi

=>*(S,nS2) =1k (k,,k2)



Intersection Form:

Let Xbe an oriented 4-man.

Qx: He(X) for xHex) for -
N ↓

a =(zi] b
=[zz]

,ZzCX:closed, oriented surfaces

Qx(a,b) =*(z,RE2) counted with sign

Qx(a,a) =*(z,nz,) counted with sign

Torsion subgroup:T1 G st.

T =3gEG:g has finite order



Remarks:

1 Any elementin HeX,E) can be

repr. by a smoothlyembd.

closed, oriented surface in 1.

2 Qxis a symmetric, bilinear form.

3 Qx, xxc
=Qx, - Qx2

4 Given a basis for He

Qxcan be repr. by a matrix.

b2(X),bi(X): - #I eigenvalues of Qx



Invariants:

a rank(Qxx) =

ranky (H2(M,E)) =be(X): =b(x) +be(X)

b signature
f(x) =0(ax) =b2(X) - bi(X)

a parity:Lever or odd)

Qx = =Geren if Qx(a,a) =0 (mod 2) FacHa(X)

odd otherwise

Defe:Qx is called

positive definite:Qx(a,alo FOaH2(X;)

negative definite:
Qx(a,a) 40 FOaH2(X;)

definite: pos, or neg, definite

indefinite:Otherwise.



IfX" is builtfrom a P-handle and n 2-handles

without 2 and 3-handles

-> Ha(X) =E

hi =core of the 2-handle

with framing Ri

2=Seifert Surface of Ki

Si =2iU hi

=>*(Sin5i) =ni
*(SinSi) =1k (Ki,kj)

Moreover, if Bix) =2[s.], ..., [8n]3

-> Qx([si),(sj]) = E
1k(K,K2) ij
n; i=j



-. =De
-2

ire 1k(k,k2) =0
-

22 = - 1

Isis, K.)
↑

1k(K,ki) = -2

1k (k2,K2) = -2

K. K2

IQx =F2 is



unimodular:Qx is invertible over E.

i.e. det(Qx)==1

Fact:

S:closed -> det(Qx) =I1

non-deg.: =invertible

i.e. det(Qx) = 0



Thin:(Donaldson]
,*:closed, oriented, smooth

Qx definite

-> Qxis diagonalizable.
i.e. Ia basis for He(x) S.t. Qx=

=I

Conclusion:

4
I:closed, oriented, smooth

Qx definite

=>Iattice isomorphism

(He(X) tor1Qx) > (E, =I)



hm:Qx: indefinite,

⑨ If Qx is odd

ax=f] up
to change of

basis

m(*n(- 1)

m =ben =ba
- 2

Ex =x =mp2 #n KIP rank =bc=m+n

o =m-n

↓ If Qxis even

* =mEg*- mEE, neIN-503

wheres =-8m be =8(m) +2(n)

2 1
-

unimodular
12 I

even

+ =(38) defi ! L pos definite

Lice rank(Eg) =8=6(Eg)

02 =H
ME is NOTsmooth



- 2
-2

2
-

2-2-2 I
aD I

-20

Take 8 basis vectors and put
-- 2 to the diagonal
·
2 if the corr, two vertices are connected

· o if they are notconnected

Thm:Qx:definite
=>for a fixed rank

I
onlyfintlymany differentQ's.

Sincluding n (1, m (-K)



Thm:(Rokhlin]
*cose, simply-conn., Qx even

(=>spin)

=>f(x) =0 (mod 16)

(=>m =even =2r)

Thm:(Donaldson]

**:cos

Qx+defn
=>Qxm(1)

- defn =kx vn 7
-1



Thm:(Donaldson]

Qx:ever

b(x) = 2)
=Qx=H or Hal

10/8-Thin: (Farnta]

Q:even

ax =2rEsnH]
=4321+

Note:b2-8(m) >, 2(r)
+1> 21M

=>b2 -16144(r)) be coll

=>be -20 =8



1/8 Conjecture

Q:even

&x =2rEgnH
=>nx3151

Note:6 =-8m = -16r b =81m) +2(a)

r=5 n =
b
2
-8(m)

2

n >3(r) (m)>br
(y)>,/8
=>>b2-ls)(6)

be18



Ihm:Freedman, Donaldson

Xixe:smooth, closed, simply-conn

X nowen. X (>0be(X,)
=b2(X2)

& 6(X,) =0(X2)

3 X, and Xe have

the same parity

size, both, even on odd)



conclusion:X:cocs, simply-conn

& Qx: odd =>

X=m4Ip2#n KIP2 m,n>, 0 OR

(m =n =0 =X =S4)

b Qx:even =>

= 13*(n - 32)(5254

E(z) QE(z)
=2 Eg *3H


